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Bunny

(COOL) FUN AT HOME :

THE

DAY 20

HOP

LET'S GO TO THE HOP: Bunnies hop, Frogs hop, crickets hop...what other

EXPLORE
OUTSIDE

animals and creatures in nature hop? Head outside and see if can spot any!

GO ON A (WINDOW) EGG HUNT: Have your neighborhood create a window egg
hunt! Let your kids decorate large paper eggs and put them in your window.
Encourage your neighborhood friends to do the same. Go egg spotting!

EGG SCRABBLE SCRAMBLE: Dig out your game of scrabble and fill those
plastic eggs with letters. Have your child make words out of the letters found in

LEARN

the eggs. "Or So She Says" has a great Easter-themed word list you can use.
For younger friends, just put one letter in each egg have them identify the sound
for that letter!

CREATIVITY
CHALLENGE

FUNNY BUNNIES: Today is all about the bunnies and we have 2 crafts today that
turn ordinary TP rolls (we know you have them) into cute adorable bunny friends.
Your child can make a Toilet Paper Roll Bunny (these will make cute Easter
placecards) or make a Bunny Stamp! We think the Bunny Stamp activity will make a
"hoppy" Easter surprise for Grandma or friends your kiddos have been missing.

THE BUNNY HOP: “Hey Alexa...play The Bunny Hop by Ray Anthony and His

MOVE

Orchestra!” Ok all you cool cats, it’s time to step back in time and do the dance
that was sweeping the nation back in the 50’s...THE BUNNY HOP! Here's a
tutorial from Adventures in Dance.

STORY TIME

FUN FACTS
Cute, fuzzy, fluffy and hopping mad, who

Who doesn’t love a great story being
read to them.

Storyline Online has

well known actors reading some of
our favorites stories. Check out Rose
Byrne reading Beatrix Potter's
classic.’The Tale of Peter Rabbit.’
Perfect for a spring day!

doesn’t love bunnies? Check out National
Geographic Kids' top ten rabbit facts!

